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EDUCATION INNOVATION AWARDS
PRINCIPALITY OF ANDORRA

Evaluation criteria of the Conec.Andorra Award for students
1.
LEARNING FOR
LIFE

The project allows an action with active, responsible,
informed participation to carry out projects that do not seek
private profit but the good of society as a whole.

The public
participation that
promotes the
construction an active
society.

LEVEL
None
LEVEL 2.
Low
LEVEL
Average
LEVEL 4.
High

1. The project does not allow any active public

participation.

The project does not allow
participation based on knowledge.
3. The

project does not involve
participation from involvement.*
The project allows active,
informed participation.

public
public

responsible,

*In this field of learning for life value will be given principally to direct involvement in
public participation to promote an active society (specific, well-founded actions).
2.
LEARNING BY
DOING

The project allows an educational activity that crystallises
values in the course of development: The values are not
learned through accompanying explanations, but by
performing them through personal’ action that is thought and
felt.

The project promotes LEVEL
None
a reiterated practice
of values.
LEVEL 2.
Low

LEVEL
Average
LEVEL 4.
High

1. No possibility of learning by doing.

Possibility of learning but doing little.
3. Possibility of adequate learning by doing.

Possibility of excellent learning by doing.
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3.
The project creates situations of collaborative public
COLLABORATIVE participation through the interaction and contributions of all.
PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
The participatory
process of the project
fosters collaboration
between different
players in society.

LEVEL
None
LEVEL 2.
Low
LEVEL
Average
LEVEL 4.
High

1. There is no participatory process.

The participatory
collaborative.

process

is

hardly

3. The participatory process establishes links

based on trust, dialogue or ethics.

The participatory process establishes links
based on trust, dialogue and ethics.

4.
PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION

The public participation project responds to a situation of
general and real interest.

The project of public
participation project
responds to a real
problem.

LEVEL
None
LEVEL 2.
Low
LEVEL
Average
LEVEL 4.
High

1. The problem is not real and the actions do

not provide solutions.

The problem is real and the actions provide
proposals but not solutions.
3. The problem is real and the actions provide

solutions.

The problem is real and the actions provide
lasting solutions.
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